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Abstract
In this paper we propose approaches for shortcutiing of 1P
flows over large ATM networks. With large ATM networks
we mean that the single physical ATM network is logically
srructured into multiple logical ATM subnetworks. Shortcutting aci-oss such large, logically structured ATM networks is a technique to avoid network layer processing as
much as possible by maximizing the switched path across
the ATM network. Existing schemes for shoitcutting only
provide mechanisms for constrained situations, as e.g.
being solely applicable to unicast best-effort transmissions.
Hence we try in particular to approach the currently
unsolved respectively untreated cases of QoS and muliicast
transmissions.
Keywords: Shortcut, Heterogeneous IPIATM networks,
QoS, Multicast.

1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The amazing growth of interconnected networks such as
the Internet is one of the most important developments in
telecommunications in the last decade. Today. 1ntLrnet traffic is to a very. large
- extent carried over telecommunication
networks. n i u s the Internet benefits from the important arid
significant improvement in capacity of telecommunication
networks by the use of Fiber optic and ATM technology.
those factoi-s actually enabling the Internet's transition from
a research network to a mass-scale infonnation infrastructure. Trchnically, IP netwoi-ks arr often virtual networks
over an ATM network infrastructure, at least partially. Such
an overIaid network results in a srparation of the control
planes of the two networks. in particular for the routing of
data respectively connections. In principle, the IP network
can be oprrated without "knowledge" of the mechanisms of
the underlying ATM network and that is how current production networks are usuaIIy operated. While this is certainly a simple approach, it lacks in efficiency. For
eficiency reasons a more integrated relation between IP
and ATM network Iayers is favorable. In particular, IP's

awareness of the underlying ATM network can help in the
domain of routing by, e.g.. using PNNI's [61 QoS i-outing
capabilities. Since PNNl knows about the topology and the
dynamic state of the whole ATM network it can take much
better decisions than a statically precontigured routed path
through the ATM network.

1.2 Assumptions a n d Terminology
For our discussions we assume a large heterogeneous IPI
ATM network according to ihe ovei-lay model. While there
are other models of interaction between 1P and ATM netwoi-ks [17], this is the most simple one and more or less the
only one playing a role in current networks. By a large
ATM network we mean one that is logically structured into
clusters or subnets (i.e. uses routers inside the large ATM
cloud) for policy, administrative andlor scalability reasons.
We call routers with connectivity to both the IP and the
ATM network edge deviccs and with respect to the data
flow ingrcss or egress devices. Alternatively we also call
these devices subnet-sendei- and subnet-receiver or virtual
source and destination.
Furthennore, we assume that RSVP ([I 11) is used as the
protocol to convey QoS infonnation inside the IP network,
i.e., as IP's signalling protocol.

1.3 Intruductory Example
Let us Vake
look at lhe differente between h O ~ - b ~ - h O ~
'outin& and shortcutting by regarding the case of a QOS
unicast transmission.
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Figrrre I: Hop-by-Hop vs. Shortcut.

In the scenaiio depicied in Figure I, where three subnets
are linked via routers, PATH messages would be delivered
hop-hy-hop (from router to router) to the final egress edge
device. If the intermediate routers do standard RSVP processing then they will each "sign" the PATH messages as
previous hops. According to the thus estahlishsd PATH
statr, RESV messages will he transported hack hop-by-hop
in the reverse direction aetting up a concatenation of VCs
betwesn the routers conneciing different ATM subnets. Let
us suppose now that all intennediate edge devices forward
PATH messages without modifying the previous hop
object. Then the RESV message of the final egress edge
device would he senr straight to the ingress edge device and
from there a shortcut VC to the egress edge device could he
esiahlished. This is only an example of a modification in
the router's hchavior that would allow shortcuts foi RSVPsignalled IP data flows. More deiailed trearment of this and
other cases wilI be presented in the rest of the papei.

1.4 Existing Approaches and Related Work
Thc first two standards allowing to transmit 1P traffic over
ATM networks were the'IETF's Classical 1P over ATM
(CLIP 1171) and the ATM Forum's LANE 151. While differing in many details (see ( I 1 for an overview), they hoth follow the overlay model and have the concept of clustering
the ATM neiwork into LISes (Logical 1P Subnets) respectively VLANs (Virtual LANs), where traffic between these
has to pass routers. i.e. has to be transmitted hop-by-hop.
While LANE allows for IP multicast transmissions,
although in a simple and non-scalable manner, pure CLIP is
restricted to unicast. Therefore, the IETF propored the
MARS (Multicast Address Resolution Server) srchitecture
as an extension 10 CLIP 121.
In order to tackle the ohvious inefficient use of the ATM
network by using a routed path where a switched path is
availabIe, the IETF developed the Next Hop Resolution
Protocol (NHRP 1141) in order to allow for unicast shortcuts. The ATM Forum in turn used NHRP in order to allow
for its "successor of LANE", MPOA (Multi-Protocol over
ATM [X]), the possihility of inter VLAN comrnunication.
Another solution developed hy the ATM Forum to achieve
shortcuts is currently proposed as PNNI Augmented Routing [7]. All of these shortcutting techniques however are
currently only applicable to unicast transmissions. There
are two proposals inside the IETF for hest-effon multicast
shortcuts, called VENUS [4] and EARTH([iX]).
AI1 of the ahove approaches only take into account besteffor~iransmissions. However if I P networks start to carry
QoS-sensitive data flows as well, e.g. by applications using
the RSVP protocol to convey their requirements, this area
also has io he taken into account hoth for unicast as well as
multicast transmissions. Early work with regard to this can
be found i n [IO]. which presents different alternatives for
setting up shortcuts in response to RSVP-signalled infor-

maiion. In [9] the issue of using shoitcuts across ATb1 netwoiks when overlaying RSVP onto ATM is shortly
touched, but more or less sirnply stated as shortcuts could
be heneficial.
For the rest of the paper, the r e d e r is assumed to be
familiar with the concepts of CLIP, MARS. NHRP, and
RSVP because discussions will be hased on these protocols. although the proposed approaches should with minor
changes also be applicable to other alternatives like LANE,
MPOA, or PAR.

2. Basic Shortcutting Issues
2.1 IP vs. ATM Shortcuts
A fundamental issue of shoitcutting is the question aboul
which control plane does the routing of VCs thiough the
ATM network. There are currently several approaches
where shoricuts are provided hy just splicing the concatenatio~io i VCs at the routing hops, thus removing the 1P processing inside ihe ATM cloud (see for example [15] or the
work in the IETF MPLS (Multi-Pioiocol Label Switching)
Work Group). The IP control plane virtually takes over
ATM and does fhe routing itself. Wc call this IP shortcuts.
Another approach is to let ATM's routing protocols like
PNNI decide about which route to choose thiough the ATM
network for estahlishing a shortcut VC from the ingress to
rhe egress edge device. Here, the ATM control plane
remains intact. that is why we call tliis approach ATM
shortcuts. In [I21 ii was shown that ATM shortcuts lcad to a
beiter utilization of network resources depending however
on the topology of the overlaid IPIATM nerwork. Furthermore, IP flows can henefit from ATM's advnnced routing
protocol, PNNI, by e.g. the use of its QoS routing capahilitirs. Especially for large and logically suuctured ATM networks it might well be possihle that for a QoS transmission
with certain delay and handwidth requiiements, as signalled hy RSVP, there is no more capacity on the rouied
path hur there is ample capacity on a difierent path through
the ATM network. The hlocking on the roured path can be
due to fwo reasons: router resources shortage or handwidth
shortage on the iouted path. While the first prohlem is
adressed hy IP shortcuts as well as ATM shortcuis the second problem can only he solved hy using ATM shortcuts.
In this paper, we aie dealing with ATM shortcuts.
Besides the advantages mentioned ahove this is also due to
our assumption of telecommunication networks, which are
multi-service neiworks, carrying differeni types of traffic,
notjust data, although this is expecied to hecome their mosi
important "customer" in the future. For the operalion of
these networks it would he very burdensome to use two different control planes, assuming thar the other applications
like e.g. voice would keep on using the standnrd ATM control pIane.

2.2 Pro's and Con's of Shortcutting
Before considering approaches to support shortcuts (for
best-eft-ort as well as QoS transmissions), the general merits
and drawbacks of this technique should be stated clearly:
Advantages arr
lowcr delays and higher throughput can br achieved due
t<i maximiring rhe switched path, i.e eliminating layer 3
processing and segmentaiion/reassemblyinside the ATM
network;
ATM's PNNl and its QoS routing capabilitics can be utilized over the whole ATM subnerwark 2nd not jus! a
LISICluster;
routers are off-loaded.therrby avoiding them to become
bottlenecks;
if there is a setup cost for ATM connections then a shortc u t saves expenses u~hencompared to a concatenation of
vcs.
Disadvantages are
thc virtual source Co the ATM network might becorne
overloaded due ro a so-callcd "VC implosion" problem
if the ATM nerwork brcome large, i n the QoS case this
is when there will be too many reservations io be monaged and too many RESV messages to be processed;
shortcutting rcduces the potential fur aggregation of
nows ar the nerwork layer, sincr less Aows will sharr the
Same ingreis edge deviccs the closer the ingress edge
devicss are located to the acrual sources;
policy and administrative ressons might also constrain
shortcuts, e . g , security mecheriisms lmplemanred on
layer 3 and above inight prohibit use OS shortcuts or at
least cell for similar mechanisms on layer 2 (which is
here the ATM or AAL layer);
in the case of an RSVP multicnst session that uses shortcuts over a large ATM network thrre will be no rharing
and no merging of resei-vationsinsidr the ATM network,
thercby loring scalability in ths number of participants
of a session.
Hence, shortcutting is not intrinsically good, but can be
beneficial in at least some cases. We must thus determine
when establishing a shoitcut is really worthwhile. A prerequisite to establishing a shoncut is that the amount of data
and the lifetime of the flow are large enough to justify the
effort. Since a shortcut is always an exception where a new
conneciion has to be build up, whereas for data that takes
the "defauli" routed path through the ATM network there
will usually be an Open connection after a certain initialization period. The decision to establish a shortcut should also
be based «n the load of the intermediate routers. If these are
already very loaded, then a shortcut might actually be the
only possibility to rstablish a data fiow with certain QoS
requircments across the ATM network. The VC management scheme to support shortcuts should thus take into
account state Parameters o i the ingress edge device and all
the intemrdiate routcrs of the hop-by-hop path.
In the next sections we will analyze some existing
approaches and propose new ones for shortcutting. This
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rnvestigation will be made along different types of IP traffic.

2.3 IP Traffic Types
Since wr assume that it is helpful to separate the comprehensive problem of shortcutting into smaller subproblems,
we decided to do so by differentiating IP flows by two criteria:
whether the dnta is best-effort or has QoS requirements
signalled by RSVP, and
whether it is a uni- or multicasi transmission.
This is also the approach taken by other proposals, which
however always trrat only a subset ur the four different
cases, while we examine all of them. Other proposals
mainly focus on the best-effort case although shortcutting is
cspecially inieresting for the transmission of QoS data.

3. Shortcutting IP Flows
3.1 Shortcut for Best-Effort Unicast Comrnunications
In the case of best-effort unicast traffic, one could argue
that shortcuts should not be neccssary, as this kind of traffic
has no strict timing requirements. This line of aryument
however misses the fact that shortcutting also offioads the
routers inside the ATM network and that while best-effort
data do not crucially depend on delay they still often profir
very much fi-om a reduced delay.
So, if a shortcut is desired. there are several existing
appiuaches as already mentioned: NHRP, MPOA. or PAR.
So there is no requirement for yet anothcr approach in this
area of the problem space.
3.2 Shortcut for QoS Unicast Cornmunications
The situation for QoS unicast communications is quite diiferent. There is currently no standard approach for Setting
up ATM shortcuts tiiggered by RSVP signalling. Yet, especially in the QoS case shortcuts could be very valuablr due
to the intrinsic delay requirements of the corresponding
applications. Also, the use of PNNI's QoS routing capabilities to setup the shortcuts according to thr trafiic specifications contained in RSVP messages could be very valuahle
for QoS-dependent applications. Furthermorr. as we will
show. shortcuts are easier to be setup due to nccess to the
infomation delivered hy RSVP signaling.
In principle, both, the subnet-receiver and the subnec
sender, could setup the shortcul VC since point-to-point
VCs are bidirectiona1 and asymmetric. However, a subnetsender approach seems more reasonable, since the ingress
edge device ~ertainlyknows best about its currcnt load duc
to processing of shortcuis. Furthermore, if the ATM equipment still uses UNI 3.1 the subnet-scnder approach is the
onIy alternative. So, we only regard subnet-sender-initiated
shortcuts here. If shortcut is desired for this case and a reservation request has actually been issued by thc receiver,

then the RESV messages should only be processed by the
ingress edge device, and not by any of the intermediate
routcrs. There are different appinaches to achieve this:
1. The virtual source could include an object into the
PATH niessagr that contains its IP or ATM address, so
[hat the subnet-recriver who requests a reservation can
send its RESV niessage right to it. as suggested in [IO].
That would. of Course, mean modifying the RSVP protocol by including this new object and adequate processing for i t .

2. Include a ncw object in the RESV message which carries the ATM address of the subnet-receiver to which
the shortcut should be established [IO]. This soluiion
would also permit a non-RSVP capable egress edge
device. The nexi RSVP-capable hop would be connected to this edge device and knows aboui the next hop
being a non-RSVP capable ATM egress edge device.
Therefore, it sends its RESV message including the
ATM address of the egress edge device in thc new
object. This way, the source knows the ATM destinntion
of the QoS VC.
Edxedevice.
ATM addries: X

Source

0
knows X

Figure 2: PATH inessage with source ATM address.
2. By means of some indication (e.g. by setting a Rag in
the RESV message) the i-eceiver could tell the routers
not io process the RESV message but forward i t to the
ingress edge device. This wny the subnet-source would
see the final egress edge device as next hop and could
establish a shortcut to it.

Iigirre 4: Non-RSVP capable edge devicc.

3.3 Shortcut for Best-Effort Multirast Cornrnunications
While the sanie argumenis for the use of shoflcuts as in the
case of unicnst traffic apply to the best-effort multicast case.
it has to be observed that mullicast shortcuts ai-e significantly harder to achieve due to the potentially large size of
1P multicast groups, their dynamics and the anonymity of
the IP multicast modcl. On the other hand, multicast applications usually have longei- durations and often are more
delay-sensitive than unicast applicaiions, and are thus likely
to benefit from using shortcuts.
Since we are in the best-efiort domain there are of
coursc no RSVP messages or, at least, there are no reservations yet. Let us suppose that we are using MARS in corijunction with the VC-mcsh approach. Then, for intercluster communications, one or several multicast routers
will be used as illustrated in figure 5.

figure 3: Foi-warding "unmodified RESV message
upsiream.
Another question is: how does the subnet-source know ihe
ATM addi-ess of the subnet-receiver'? Two possible solutlons sre:
1. Use NHRP to get the ATM address. This may take some
time, however, since it is expected that the lifetinie of
the connection be significantly longer than this period,
that may be acceptable and is a simple approach if
NHRP is available.

R2

Figure 5: Multicast with mult~castrouter (hop-by-hop)

If we desire to establish a multicast shortcut, MARS needs
to be exiended in a similar way as ATMARP had to he
extended to NHRP in order to support shortcuts for the uniCast case. There are however some serious prohlems when
tiying to establish shoitcuts for the multicast case:
1. How does a source get to know the ATM addresses of
receivers outside its own cluster and how should it keep
track of membership changes outside thr cluster.
MARS should be modilied t ~ provide
i
this information
to the source. Therefore a form »f coordinaiion between
MARSes is necessary.
2. It is possible that the number of receivers or members of
a group exceeds the greatest point-to-multipoint VC a
source or the ATM network is able to set up, as mentioned in [3]. In this case, either the number of group
members must be limitsd, or a mixed scheme of using
shortcuts and multicast routers could be designed. However. both options have their drawbacks. To limit the
number of membrrs in a group could certainly be very
restricting for futurr largr-scale multicast applications.
The mixed scheme of using shortcut and hop-by-hop
requires a complicated management due to the fact [hat
some receivers receive data through the shortcut VC
while orhers gei them from the hop-by-hop path. This
would also result in different QoS for those two kinds of
receivers.
An alternative to alleviate at least the second pioblem
would be to have some kind of multicast Servers in order to
aid the source, in case no more leaf nodes con be added to
the point-to-multipoint VC. This scheme would result in a
cascade of sources. Usually, a very small number of cascaded sources will suffice. In many cases, no mure than one
iif these devices should be needed in any multicast communication. This is valid if the number of group members is
less rhan twice the maximum number of nodes allowed in a
point-to-multipoint VC. The case of one auxiliary source is
depicted in figure 6.
MARS

LIS2
Rh
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Figuw 6: Cascaded Sources

No m processing and no segmentation and reassembly is
needed in the auxiliary multicast server, because its only
function is to extend the point-to-multipoint VC of the
source. Thus, instead of a multicast server at the,IP level it
could be a device which only takes incoming cells and forwards them on a point-io-multipoinr VC.

Extending MARS
In this section we propose extensions to MARS in order to
tackle the first problem area of the preceding section. One
of the prohlems [hat must be treated is how thr source gets
to know the ATM addresses of the receivers outside its own
cluster. First of all, MARSREQUEST messages should be
modified in order to let the source specify if shortcutting
instead of normal hop-by-hop routing is desired. This could
be achieved hy adding a new TLV(Type-Length-Value)
field in the MARS^-REQUEST message, which indicates to
MARS that the source would like to establish a multicast
shortcut.
In turn. the MARS should then answer in its
MARS-MULTI iiirssage with all the ATM addresses of the
ATM subnet-rrceivers of the group. To be able to do that, a
scheme ihat allows MARS ro solicit the addresses of
receivers registered at othrr MARSes is required. Therefore
some messages between MARSes from different clustsrs
are necessary. In order to distinguish the extended MARS
from the original MARS we call it cMARS (communicating MARS).
In the unicast case with NHRP, a request message is
sent inside an IP packet, being forwarded to different
NHSes (NHRP Servers) until one of them knows ihe ATM
address requested. In case of cMARS, this request message
should be addressed to other cMARSes. However, the
requesting cMARS does not know which other cMARSes
have members of the group, so two approaches are possible:
1. Send the request message, one hy one, to all the
cMARSes of the network. This certainly shows scalability problems if the number of cMARSes is becoming large. Furthermore, tbe requesting cMARS would
need to know the ATM addresses of all cMARSes in the
ATM network.
2. cMARSes should be IP nodes. This way. they could join
a specific IP multicast group dedicated to the intercMARS communication (or possibly a hierarchically
structured tree of muliicast groups if the ATM network
becomes extremely large and high scalability is
requiied). Thus, requests for group members of specific
IP multicast groups wouId be received by all cMARSes,
and the ones that have members of that group in their
cluster could answer with a list of the group members
and their ATM addresses. The answer could be sent as
an IP packet back to the source IP address of the muliiCast packet received, i.e., the requesting cMARS, or,
aliernatively. to the multicast group of all cMARSes. In
geneial, the second option will result in more rraftic
ihan ihe first one and seems therefore inferior. but
would have the advantage that group membership information could be cached by cMARSes even if they have
not yet requested it.
3. cMARSes are in a higher level cluster with one dedicated MARS to which requests are sent and which
sends back answers.

Figure 7: MARS extensions.
With one of theses approaches, it is now possible for the
cMARS of the cluster in which the source is located to get
to know all the receivers that currently belong to the group,
as illustrated for the second approach in figure 7. However,
IP multicast groups are dynamic, thus membership changes
in other clusters rnust be tracked in some way.
One possible approach to tackle this problem is that
each of the cMARSes adds the requesting cMARS to its
Conuol Cluster VC; so that if changes in group membership occur, the requesting cMARS is aware of them. This
solution is certainly not scalable since the requesting
cMARS must be added to all the Control Cluster VCs and
must process the information received on all of them. I t
should be noted that it would even need to be added to the
Control Cluster VC of clusiers thai have no inembers for
that group, because they might a p p e x anytime.
A more scalable solution would he to indicate group
changes to other cMARSes by encapsulating these messages / n 1P packets. These packets should only he sent i n
case that a requesting cMARS message has been received
for the group that has changed. i.e.. there is a source somewhere in the ATM network using multicasi shortcut for that
group. This way, group changes would be delivered by IP
packets between different cMARSes. The question is how a
cMARS knows where the shortcut sources are and whether
they are still active. A MARS-REQUEST messagc with a
shortcut indication from a source to its local cMARS can he
seen as a way to register as a "shortcut source" within this
cluster. Similarly, the request niessage sent to ihe IP multiCast group of cMARSes caii be a way to register within all
other cMARSes as "cMARS with shortcut sources for that

group". With this information each cMARS whose cluster
has changes for that group could notify them to the
cMARSes which have a shortcut source fur that group.
When a subnet-source decides to finish i u connectiun (rnay
be due to inactivity). a message should be sent to the local
cMARS to delete ihis source as a "shortcut source". This
could be done by introducing a new type of message in the
MARS protocol, or simply using a MARSLREQUEST
message with a TLV field indicating that the source does
not need shortcuts any more. A similar message should be
sent by the cMARS to the IP multicast group of cMARSes
in order tu be deleted as "cMARS with shortcut sources"
for a particular group. if it ha5 no "shortcut sources" for that
gruup any rnore.
UNI 4.0 LIJ Facility

If UNI 4.0 Leaf Initiated Join is available, shortcut for multicast best-effort communications can be simplified to some
extent. For best-effort multicasr communications the LIJ
facility may improve the scalability of the solution, since
now the suhnet-source does no longer need to add all the
receivers of a group. With LIJ, i t is the receiver who joins
the point-to-multipoint VC if it desires to receive best-effort
multicast data over a shortcur VC. Therefore, the problem
now is to find out the identifiers (GCIDs) of an existing
point-10-multipoint VCs for that group. MARS is currently
designed to provide the ATM addresses of members of a
group. Some exteiisions or a different protocol would be
necessary to provide a receiver which wants to use LIJ with
the GCIDs of the point-to-multipoint VCs of the group.

3.4 Shortcut for Multicast QoS Communications
One of the problems in implementing shortcut in the besteffort case is that, because of the anonymous IP multicast
model, the source neither knows nor is informed about
which members are in the group. Therefore, a procedure for
the source to retneve this infonnation is required. MARS is
an implementation of such a procedure, but its coverage is
limited to the Same cluster. The problem, thus, has been to
extend MARS so that it works also foi- inter-cluster communications in a reasonably scalable manner even if dynamic
membership is taken into account.
Foi- the QoS case, where RSVP signalling is used,
estnblishing shortcuts becomes actually easier than in the
best-effort rnulticast case, though not as straightforward as
for QoS unicast transmissions. When a receiver requests a
reservation sending a RESV message to the previous hop, it
is explicitly notifying its identity (by means of its IP
address at least, if no extensions ai-e being made). Therefore, the source knows which are the receivers of the group
by means «f the RESV messages. No additional mechanisms are necessary for finding the identity of the virtual
destinatioiis.
If shortcut is being used for hest-effort multicast data
and thus for PATH messages, the previous hop of the PATH
message, i.e., where the receiver has to send its RESV rnessage to, is the ingress edge device itself. 1f hop-hy-hop is
being used, the PATH message could be modified to contain
an indication for the muliicast rouiers to not modify the previous hop object of ihe PATH message Hence, ihe receiver
would send its RESV messages straight to the source. In
both cases the ingress edge would know the IP addresses of
the receivers to which a shortcut VC shall be established.
However, what it needs to know is the ATM addresses of
the subnet-receivers, the leaves of the shortcut point-tornultipoint VC. 1t is the same pi-oblem as in the QoS unicast
case and thus the same approaches iire pnncipiilly applicable. The first option is io use NHRP to discover the ATM
addresses of receivers outside the cluster. Besides the
advantage of using a stiindiirdized mechanism. this hiis the
following drawbacks:
I. The delay until a QoS VC is estiiblished could be too
long. especially if the multicast group becomes Ixger
and moi-e dynamic.
2. There is a probIem with non-RSVP capable egress edge
devices, because for these next hop and ATM network
egi-ess will not be the same node.
A more efficient solution would be to include a new object
into the RESV message, which contains the AI'M addi-ess
to which a shortcut should bc estabIishcd, as describcd foithe unicast case. This way every member of the group
which wants to receive data with QoS could send a RESV
message containing additionally the ATM egress point.
With this information, the ingress edge device could add
this receiver to an existing shortcut point-to-multipoint VC,
or couId create a new shortcut VC, or could take any other

decision depending on the VC rnanagernent strategy heing
implemented.
MARS2

---Shortcul VC

MARS?

R3

Figrrre 8: Forwarding RESV messages without merging.

UNI 4.0 LIJ Facilily
On first glance, LIJ seems to be a good match with the
receiver-oriented philosophy of RSVP. However, when a
receiver requests a reservation, a RESV message is sent
upstream, but the actual reservations are carried out in the
downstream interfaces. Therefore, in the ATM context, it
seems reasonable that the subnet-sender should be the one
who sets up the branch of the point-to-multipoint VC.
With LIJ, however, it is possible thiit the branch is setup
hy the suhnet-receiver when the RESV messiige arrives nt
the egress edge device. If LIJ is used, then a useful modifi~
cation of RSVP wouId be to include the GCID of the shortcut point-to-multipoint VC into the PATH messages senl by
rhe ingress edge device in order to be able to join that VC
by the egress edge device. As an advantage of using LIJ the
load in the ingress edge device would be lowered and thus a
better scalability with the number of receivei-s could be
achieved.
With a VC management strategy that pennits the use of
multiple VCs for a single RSVP session, e.g.. in order to
Support some degree of heterogeneity [16], a receiver might
either be offered a choice of different VCs which he could
join or the source decides according to global criteria which
VC is appropriate for a receiver to join and just sends one
GCID in the PATH to the egress edge device. Here it
becomes obvious that LU is not such an elegant solution as
one would expect at first. While a choice of different VCs
to join does not optimize the VC management according to
global criteria, the other option of deciding which VC is
appropriate for a receiver at the virtual source before a
RESV message has been received is very restricting. The
centi-alized nature of VC management strategies just does
not fit very well to the decentralized concept of LU.

4. Location of the Shortcut Decision
The fact whether shortcuts are used for best-effort tratlic or
not, affects the way RSVP control messages are delivered
over the AI'M network. This, in turn, influences the way in
which shortcuts for RSVP flows can be established and
which instance decides about ihe establishment:

If shortcut is being used for besr effori trafiic. establishing shortcut for the QoS case is straighiforward. since
ihe RSVP PATH messages travcl from thc ingiess edge
device straight io the egress cdge device, withoui any
iniermediaie 1P nodes. Therefore, ihe previous hop is
ihe ingress edge device. In fact, in this case there is no
other choice than using shoncut for the QoS case.
If hop-by-hop is being used for the hest effort case,
using shortcut for QoS uaffic might be an initiative of:
the ingress edge device,
the egress edge device,
the intermediate routers.
If the virtual source decides to use shortcut, one of the
methods explained above, as for example modifying the
PATH message, should be utilized. Some changes are also
needed in intermediatc routcrs, in order to avoid them modifying the previous hop object of the PATH message.

--

If the receiver wants to use shortcut, RESV messages could
be sent righi to the source or ingress device, regardless of
the previous hop of the PATH message. A possible way to
achieve this is to include the ATM or IP address of the
ingress edge device into rhe PATH rnessage.
If hop-by-hop is being urilized for best-effort traffic and
receiver-initiated shortcuis for the QoS traffic are desired, it
requires some coordination between the receiver and the
multicast router(s) the best cffort traffic goes through. This
is needed in order to delete the nodes that are using shortcut
VCs from the concarenated best-effort VCs. In case QoS
traffic wouId also bc delivered hop-by-hop, deleting the
receiver from the best-elfori VC when it requests a reservation is also necessary, but here an intermediate router
knows which receiver requested a reservation, what kind o l
reservation (i.e. style) and for which source(s). With this
information, rhe multicast router can decide whetherthat
node should be deleted from the best-effort VC and added
to another, or whether it should be kept in the best-effort
VC because there are other sources for which the receiver
has made no reservation request (e.g. if FF is used). The
problem in the shortcut case is now that an intermediate
router does not have this information if the receiver sends
its RESV messages directly to the sourcelingress device.
Therefore, RESV messages should be sent hop-by-hop but
with an indication that they are for shortcut (this indication
can bc simply the presence of an ATM address object inside
the RESV message).
If the decision of using shortcut is raken by intermediare
rouier(s), this should be based on Parameters Iike:
current load of the router,
TSpec containcd in the PATH rnessage.
andlor FlowSpec of the RESV rnessage sent by rhe
receiver.
The aini of an intermediate router-initiaied shorrcut is to
optimize iis uiilization. and at the same time. to iivoid congesiion (boitlenecks). In order to allow for the establishment of a shortcut the intermediate rouler shou!d foiward

.

the RESV message to the previous hop without modifying
the next hop object. This would enable the previous hop to
set up a shortcut VC bypassing a possibly overloaded
router. Note that the previous hop may be the ingress edge
device or another router. In ihe first case, a complete shortcut will be established, while in the second case, two possibilities may occur. This router also takes rhe decision to be
bypassed and also forwards the unmodified RESV message. The other choice is that the router decides to become
the stariinp point of the shortcui. If this happens, a "partial
shortcut" from that router to the receivei will be established
and the RESV message sent to thc prcvious hop will contain this rouier's oddress as next hop cibject.

Fig~rreY: Partial Shori-Cut.

5. Summary and Conclusion
We have shown which alternatives rxist for shoricuiiing o l
IP flows over large ATh4 clouds. We identified thc cascs
which are on the one hand mosi suitable for shoricutting
and on the other hand could brnefit most from it. We presented approaches io achirvr shortcuis Tor all cases of 1P
iiows: uni- and multicost. best-efforr and QoS transmissions.
Most suited is certainly QoS unicasi because of iis supposedly long duration, srringent delay requirements and
simplicity of handling when compared to mulucast traffic.
Nevertheless, QoS multicast traffic could also henefit
because of iis delay requiremenrs and one may argue that
for some niulticast applications the dynamics of the group
members are much less (even if it is only for the reason that
members have to pay and thus really "think about joining
a group).
Foi best-effort, shortcuis might be arguable, however at
least for unicast, they are not that dificult to setup and
coordinate as for rnulticast.
We are currentIy in the process of implementing the
proposed approaches in the OPNET"~'network simuIator in
order to obtain more quantitarive assessment of the proposed approaches.
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